
MODEL FHP-990：

FRONT HUB TOOL SET
This tool allows you to easily remove front hubs,

replace bearing outer races, and force fit hubs

for FF passenger cars without using press.

Notes: Incompatible Types of Cars
For replacing bearings, this tool cannot be used with types

of cars where the inner and outer are separate, including

FF cars and compact cars manufactured before the
beginning of 1970 those cars excluding Honda cars .( )

Notes: Contents of the Set

The low-cost FHP-990B Basic Set only those in the inner(

box in the photo below , excluding some parts from the)

FHP-990 Standard Set, is also available. Basically, the set

is designed exclusively for removal of hubs and bearings.
Accordingly, parts for force fitting bearings and hubs are

not included. Support joints are not included, either, so that

this set cannot be used with types of cars where the
caliper mounting holes are threaded some Mazda and(

Daihatsu cars . Please purchase separately required parts.)

Other tools required○

Please use the HSP- T/N Snap Ring Pliers for mounting and removing snap rings the TBP- F Bearing Inner Race Puller601 ( ), , 986

for removing bearing inner races the HOP- Oil Seal Puller for removing oil seals and the BP- Bearing Installer for, 2090 , 3085

( ).mounting oil seals usable with this tool set

Removing a hub from

↓a Nissan car

Removing bearings from

→a Toyota car

Force fitting bearings←

in a Honda car

Force fitting a hub in a Honda car↓

Once set, this tool allows
you to perform operations
from removal of hubs to
force fitting of bearings.

A combination of the force fit collar
adjusted to the outer race outside
diameter with the guide adjusted to
the inner race inside diameter
allows you to perform reliable work.

From the caliper
mounting holes,
the center bolt
can be naturally
vertically set by
j o i n i n g t h e
planes of the
respective parts.

Provided with a shock
absorber mechanism. An
impact wrench, if of low
pressure, can also be used.
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